
Trakref, the leader in software-as-a-service solutions for
refrigerant and HVAC/R systems, and Trinity Consultants
(Trinity), a leading environmental consulting firm, today
announced a strategic partnership to provide a turnkey
refrigerant management solution for companies looking to
meet compliance, sustainability, and ESG goals. 

Many companies working to measure refrigerants for the
first time often do not have the data required to properly
report on ESG initiatives and for regulatory bodies. This
can lead to challenges being able to properly use software
– without the right information and governance to manage
refrigerants, it is difficult to track them, even with the best
tools available. Trakref and Trinity Consultants are able to
tackle this problem through Trakref’s software tools and
Trinity’s consulting knowledge.

Typically, a client works with Trinity to audit their facility
assets and compliance activities, and to receive training in
refrigerant management requirements. Trinity then
collaborates with the client to implement Trakref to
measure and track refrigerant inventories, emissions, and
other data needed for regulatory (federal and state)
compliance and ESG reporting. This strategic partnership
will enable customers to have the tools needed to
successfully manage their refrigerants.

Trakref and Trinity Consultants Partner to
Deliver New Refrigerant Management Services

Trakref and Trinity Consultants provide a turnkey
refrigerant management solution companies can count on
as they prepare to report on Scope 1 emissions as part of
the SEC’s rulemaking on climate disclosures and California
SB 260, as well as other state-level initiatives. Leveraging
the expertise of both organizations, clients benefit from
the coaching and technological solutions they need to
prepare for the future. 

About Trakref

Trakref is a refrigerant management software company
that has been helping facilities manage HVAC/R and
refrigerant since 1994. With decades of experience helping
companies successfully achieve compliance, Trakref is an
industry-leading expert in how to leverage insights and its
regulatory compliance software to help facilities manage
HVAC/R and track fugitive emissions effectively as well as
supply data for compliance reports, including ESG reports.
Trakref does this through its desktop software solution,
mobile app, and sustainability factor. For more information
about Trakref, visit www.trakref.com.

About Trinity Consultants

Founded in 1974, Trinity Consultants helps organizations
overcome complex, mission-critical challenges in EHS,
engineering, and science through expertise in consulting,
technology, training, and staffing. Trinity Consultants has
consulted extensively on refrigerant management
requirements, helping companies develop compliance
programs and operating procedures, training staff and
technicians, and implementing technology solutions. For
more information about Trinity Consultants, visit
trinityconsultants.com. 

According to Trinity President and CEO Jay
Hofmann, “We’re pleased to partner with Trakref
to help clients address rigorous refrigerant
management requirements. Together, we can
deliver exceptional customer experiences that
prepare companies for ever-changing
regulations and standards.”

“Trinity Consultants has been a great partner in
the past and are proven experts in refrigerant
management compliance,” says Ted Atwood,
President and CEO of Trakref. “With this
partnership, we will enable companies with the
expertise and software needed for ESG reporting
and climate disclosures, especially in the wake of
recent rulemaking from the SEC and California’s
SB 260.”
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Two industry leaders will team up to create a best-in-class refrigerant
management offering combining software with consulting
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